
Prague Pouches

This project is an attempt to replicate the belt pouch seen in the Trebon Altarpiece in Prague, dating 
from circa 1380.  The pouch features a drawstring closure with a stiffening ring holding the mouth of 
the pouch open.  The pattern draws upon Margo Anderson’s Round Pouch pattern in her Elizabethan 
Accessories package, and was modified to change the closure from hinged-lid to drawstring.

Patterning

I started by tracing the Round Pouch pattern, then extending the upper edge two inches higher, 
accounting for the four-inch diameter of the stiffening ring.  The Round Pouch pattern was selected as a
base because I am quite familiar with it, having made several pouches from that pattern.

Construction

I cut the pattern out and traced it onto the cotton brocade and the silk-look polyester four times each, 
which provides for two pouches total (the front and back of the pouches are identical).  After cutting 
out the fronts and backs I worked a half-inch buttonhole in the fronts at the fold of the casing at the top 
and centered left to right.  This provided an opening for the drawstring.  Then I paired up backs and 
fronts and began stitching, using DMC 930 floss due to its color matching the brocade.  The front and 
back are sewn using a backstitch for strength.  The lining fronts and backs were then paired up and 
stitched using the same backstitch technique, for the same reason.

I turned the brocade pouches right-side out and inserted the linings, folded down the casings at the top, 
and backstitched them.  The next step was to place a 4” macrame ring two inches down from the top of 
each pouch and fold the top inside.  This left the rings sandwiched in the pouches and made it easy to 
backstitch close to the rings, providing the openings of the pouches.

I cut the belt loops for the pouches in one piece and backstitched the piece, folding the seam 
allowances to the inside and pressing it flat.  Once I had the belt-loop blank sewn and pressed, I cut the 
two apart, tucked the raw edges inside, and backstitched the loop ends to the backs of the pouches.  
This is a difference from the pouch seen in the Trebon Altarpiece, which has what appears to be a 
leather loop with a buckle as a belt loop.

Previous testing has shown the ratio of how long seven hanks of embroidery floss to the braided length 
using a seven-part round braid to be 8:5.5.  I needed just over a foot of drawstring cord for each pouch, 
so I cut seven hanks of DMC 930 about 18 inches long and, using a kumihimo disk, braided them into a
two-foot long drawstring.  The knots at each end formed tassels, and after cutting the drawstring blank 
in half two more knots made the matching tassels.  I carefully worked the drawstrings into the casings 
through the buttonholes using a safety pin as a bodkin.

A single overhand knot in each drawstring makes it easy to cinch the opening of the pouches closed by 
simply pulling on the tassels.  It was at this point I found the brocade doesn’t cinch all the way closed.  
It leaves a small hole, just large enough for the user’s fingers to draw the casing open.  Since the pouch 
in the altarpiece appears to be cinched completely closed, the gap may be a mistake due to using to 
heavy a fabric, or the altarpiece may be an “idealized” image.



Further Exploration

If I try another such pouch, I will use a lighter-weight fabric to determine whether the casing can truly 
be cinched down completely.  I may also use a leather strap and buckle instead of a belt loop of the 
same fabric.


